A brief guide for healthcare IT suppliers
Interoperability Toolkit (ITK)
Telehealth Personal Health Monitoring Report

WHY SHOULD I BE INTERESTED IN THE ITK?
Are you a supplier working with NHS organisations to send or receive vital signs information?
Are you working with NHS and other organisations to implement, or expand, telehealth solutions?
Are you looking for a simple universal solution to sending and receiving vital signs information electronically rather than using bespoke solutions for each project?

IMPLEMENTING THE PERSONAL HEALTH MONITORING REPORT MESSAGE COULD BE THE ANSWER

The Personal Health Monitoring Report is a message specification that supports the transfer of patient vital signs information between systems; telehealth service provider-to-clinical, clinical-to-clinical, or to personal health record systems.

It's use improves data accuracy by removing the need to rely on re-keying data and sending information by fax, phone or letter.

It removes the need for potentially time consuming and expensive bespoke integration solutions that limit new solution adoption and increase implementation timescales.

Based on the international HL7 v3 CDA standard it provides data provenance and can be tracked and traced as it transfers information between systems.

The ITK is underpinned by a proven lightweight accreditation approach that provides you with the ability to accredit your product and quickly and easily publicise your ITK capabilities via the ITK accreditation catalogue.

The Trust Operating Model, a key component of the ITK, can provide your NHS customers with useful information on how to successfully build an ITK requirement into their IT procurement tender specifications.

Email enquiries: toolkit.enquiries@nhs.net
Website: http://www.connectingforhealth.nhs.uk/systemsandservices/interop
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/groups/NHS-Interoperability-Toolkit-3831338